VEHICLES & PARKING:
- Vehicular access is NOT permitted onto OLAP Walk-in Areas at any time.
- Park along the edge of the section road, away from intersections.
- Do not block traffic in the road.
- Do not pull into or block drives onto walk-in area.

RULES AND REGULATIONS:
- Rifle hunting prohibited within 1 mile of dwellings.
- Be sure of your target and what’s beyond it. Be sure your bullet will not injure anyone or anything beyond your target.
- Hunting only, all other activities are prohibited.
- No vehicular access.
- No alcohol, overnight camping, and fires.
- No baiting.
- Access from 2 hours before official sunrise to 1 hour after official sunset.
- It is unlawful for any person to refuse to leave an OLAP walk-in area when requested by the landowner, Department representative, or law enforcement officer.

The below signs marks suggested parking area for Antelope Rifle Access:

NOT ALL OLAP WALK-IN AREAS ARE OPEN TO ANTELOPE RIFLE CONTROLLED HUNT ACCESS. CONSULT MAP
For questions about OLAP Walk-in Area locations, call Jeff Tibbits (405) 535-7382

GAME WARDENS:
Cimarron County:
Rusty Menefee, Boise City, (580) 651-9133
Texas County:
Max Crocker, Guymon (580) 651-9134
OLAP:
Jeff Tibbits, Biologist (405) 535-7382

Walk-in Hunting Area: Antelope Rifle Control Hunt
Access: September Only
PLEASE RESPECT PRIVATE PROPERTY, FOOT TRAFFIC ONLY
CONSULT REGULATIONS BEFORE ENTERING